
GD135 HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN

Project 2:Redesign Can Label – Chapters 9-12

advantage of new technologies to attract consumer attention. Certain design philosophies used all the latest 
techniques at their disposal... others deliberately hung on to traditions going back three centuries. 

Ch9.   
Ch10.   
Ch11. Art Nouveau  
Ch12. 20th Century Design (Glascow School, Vienna Secession, Deutsch Werkbund)  

Assignment:
:» Redesign the label from a 13.5 oz. (or larger) can of food in a style used during the 19th  & early 20th century. 

» Choose one of the design movements from the chapters listed above.
» Collect images, relevant type specimens, examples, historic precedents, or package designs for inspiration.

Presentation:    » 

» Mount your label design and the original can label 
together on black matte board. Allow at least 2" margin 
of matte board on all sides and 1/2" between labels. 

such as Canson Charcoal paper.  

» Put your name on the back of your matte board.

» Use the Oral Presentation Worksheet (attached) and 
turn it in with the assignment.

Due: Monday, Oct. 8th, 2018  
at the beginning of class.

You must include:
Brand name - new typography & redesigned logo.

Product name (i.e. Whole Kernel Corn) 

Weight printed on front (i.e. Net Wt. 13.5 oz.) 
Barcode on your label (usually on back or side) 
Nutrition information (usually on back or side). 

Additional information is optional.

DO NOT USE any of the 
existing art or photos. 
Recreate these in the style 
that matches your chosen era 
that is consistent with that 
era's methods of printing and 
production. 

Create a new logo with the 
existing brand name.

Be sure your new design can 
be read from the front face of 
the can. 
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Chapter 9
Typography: 

Printing method: 

Design philosophy:

Chapter 9
Typography: 

Printing method: 

Design philosophy:

Chapter 10
Typography:

Printing method:

Design philosophy:

The Industrial Revolution (Early 1800s)
Fat Faces, Egyptian slab-serifs, Antique and Tuscan, and the first sans-serif faces were 
combined in simple yet mixed type designs.
Designs were typically limited to 2 colors, locked into frames of straight type, and printed 
by letterpress. Illustrations used wood or metal engravings.
Cheap and affordable, guaranteed to grab attention with huge words and bold typefaces. Wood 
type was reused and mixed with any other available type. Poster designs typically filled the 
page with condensed and expanded faces.

Clarendon is an Egyptian slab serif
BODONI POSTER 
FAT FACE 
PLAYBILL IS AN EGYPTIAN SLAB-SERIF
BLACKOAK
[AVENIR looks like] CASLON
ROSEWOOD is an ORNATE SHADOW
HATTENSCHWEILER or any BOLD SANS SERIF
Victorian Graphics (1850-1900)
Victorian designers invented ornate typefaces in arches and curves, adding borders, ribbons, 
and flags. By the 1890s, Victorian typefaces incorporated many floral Art Nouveau styles.
Chromalithography allowed colorful package designs in unlimited designs. Thanks to 
photolithography, photographs and intricate designs could be used at any size; then 
reproduced on lithographic plates and printed without the limitations of letterpress. 
Strong moral and religious values, patriotism, sentimentality, and nostalgia; elaborately 
ornate and mixed type designs; complex overlapping type and images.

Fillet is decorative
RINGLET is Victorian
ARBORET ARBORETarboret is floral
The Arts and Crafts Movement (1860-1890)
Redesigned Gothic and roman types of the 15th century.
Initials, borders and woodcut illustrations were letterpressed on handmade papers. 
Great time and effort went to perfecting color letterpress using the best materials.
A moral concern for the social, political, and economic problems of industrialization; an 
emphasis on quality work and collaboration between artists and tradesmen; the elevation of 
the craftsman as a true artist.

Lucinda Blackletter could pass for Troy or Chaucer
Luminari is a pseudo-Arts & Crafts font
JUNGLE FEVER LOOKS LIKE NEULAND
EILEEN CAPSCAPSBLACK
GOUDY Old Style Renaissance of Book Design
GARAMOND Renaissance of  Book Design
CENTURY Schoolbook



Chapter 11
Typography:

Printing method:
 Design philosophy:

Art Nouveau (1880-1910)
Decorative hand-drawn type, curvilinear lines, words integrated with illustrations
Chromalithography, offset photolithography
Initiated by the French who valued freedom from censorship and a rejection of Victorian 
morals. They embraced quality and modern technologies. Flat solid colors, scenes from na-
ture and modern living were outlined in decorative patterns, whiplash lines, and sensuous 
women. While in England and America, art nouveau combined elements of the arts & crafts 
movement -- and featured modest women.

HOBO is French art nouveau
BOCKLIN is art nouveau
TRINIGAN looks Art Nouveau
MUCHA is based on art nouveau posters
MUCHA FRENCH CAPITALS
Rivanna IS ITALIAN art nouveau
HARRINGTON is English art nouveau, as are:
EILEENCAPS
CAPSBLACK
BLACKWOOD CASTLE 
which mix art nouveau with arts & crafts

Chapter 12
Typography:

Printing method:
 Design philosophy:

The Genesis of 20th Century Design (1900-1920)
Decorative types more rectilinear and geometric than art nouveau, sans-serif type
Chromalithography, offset photolithography
Embraced new art forms and technologies where spatial organization, rectilinear and 
geometric designs were favored over free-flowing organic decorations. Illustrations 
became more symbolic –or were reduced to simple shapes and colors. Art, architecture 
and industrial design joined forces to become functional and aethetically attractive to 
consumers. 

GLASCOW, SCOTLAND

HILL HOUSE Glascow school  
but also Arts & Crafts and Art Nouveau
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

DESDEMONA --Vienna secession style
WELTSCHMERZ-Vienna Secession STYLE
ROLLER POSTER-Alfred Roller
RILKE - Koloman Moser



Name                                                                                        GD135 HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN
 Project 2 — Chapters 9-12
 Due date: October, 8th 2018

Assignment:
Redesign the label for a canned food of your choice. Your 
design must stand as an identifiable piece from one of these 
eras: Industrial Revolution (Early Industrial Revolution; Wood 
Type; or Victorian Graphics); Arts and Crafts; Art Nouvea; 20th 
Century Design (Glasgow School; Sezessionstil; or Deutsche 
Werkbund.)

Your topic area:   ex: Ind. Rev. - Victorian Graphics    
Design elements are consistent with the era you chose such 
as patterns, colors, illustration or style, typography, printing 
processes, and possibly the social philosophies behind the 
movement.

Label is designed professionally with careful attention to quality 

the product clearly and includes an all-new logo for the brand 
that matches the style of this era.

Text: Use copy that is currently printed on label.  Do not use 
the current logo! Or current pictures or illustrations. You must 
include:
  2   Brand name - new logo visible on front of label
  2   Product name (i.e. Corn, Tomato Soup, etc.) 
  2   Weight printed on front (i.e. Net Wt. 13.5 oz.) 
  2   Barcode on your label.  
  2   Nutrition information (you can copy and paste).  

Presentation: 
Explain your design and the printing method from the era that 

inspired your design. Use the Oral Presentation Worksheet 
and turn it in with your project. You must be present during 
presentations to earn points.

must be wrapped around the can. 
Mount a copy of your label design, and the original can 

label, both on one piece of black matte board. Allow at least 
2” margin of mat board on all sides and 1/2” between labels. 

Canson Charcoal paper. Name must be on back.

Total

Points (50 points max)

    15    (15 points)

 
    10    (10 points) 

 

    10    (10 points)

      5    (5 points)

      5    (5 points)

      5    (5 points)

    50     (50 points max.)

    - 6     (-6 points if turned in late)



GD135 History of Graphic Design  SPRING 2018

Oral Presentation Worksheet 
The goal is to share your thoughts and research for a redesigned can label that depicts a 
historical technique/philosophy from Meggs’ chapters 9 – 12.

Name: ___________________________________________________ 

Talking Points:

▶ Identify the chapter reference from Megg's History of Graphic Design. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

▶ Describe your typography (roman, geometric, ornate, wood type, sans serif, slab serif 
hand-drawn; or name the fonts) and the printing method used to reproduce this art back 
in its day (i.e. letterpress, chromalithography, offset-photolithography). 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

▶ Describe the artwork and/or photos you used. Are they original (i.e. you hand-drew 
them) or from another source?  Was this art any of the following: hand-drawn on 
lithographic stones, photo-engraved, woodcut, wood engraved, a metal etching, or a 
metal engraving? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

You may read from these talking points during your presentation to the class. Be sure to turn in 
this worksheet with your assignment.
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